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Off The Road Winch Load Calculator Crack+ Free

This is a 4x4 winch load calculator application that automatically calculates a vehicles winch load, type, cable length and winch ratings for an electric or hydraulic winch. You can enter your vehicles Total Weight and Load Weight, Ground Effect Percentage and Slope Degrees in the text boxes. A basic
description of winch load types are given to you along with their name. The range of the load value entered for the vehicle in the text boxes is in relation to the vehicle for example if you enter a load value of 4x4 and enter 20 for the vehicle with a total vehicle weight of 1700kg that would equate to 1%.

OTRs number 1 winch load calculator can be used to calculate a vehicles winch load for 2 types of winch systems. An Electric winch and a Hydraulic winch as described below. An Electric winch: An electric winch is a winch that requires electric power to operate and it makes the winch near silent during
operation. For example a Electric winch is used in a vehicle with a 2WD or 4WD system where a 4WD vehicle will have 2 winches on the sides of the vehicle with 2 winch cables. The winch axle will be fixed to the vehicle to keep the vehicle frame level. The winch motor can be mounted in either the rear
or front position depending on the vehicles design. A winch motor with a hydraulic fluid pump uses small electric motors to pump the high pressure hydraulic fluid to the control valves. A winch motor with a hydraulic fluid pump can use either batteries or a rechargeable power pack to run it. OTRs number

1 winch load calculator can be used to calculate a vehicles electric winch load for a vehicles Total Weight and Load Weight, Ground Effect Percentage, Slope Degrees and winch cable length. a Winch cable length of 0.75m or 2ft 4in. A winch cable length of 2.5m or 7.5ft. A torque output of 4.5Kgm or
10lbft. A winch rating of 2.5kw or 5kW is needed for an electric winch. A winch rating of 4kw or 10kW is needed for an electric winch. A winch rating of 5kw or 12.5kW is needed for an electric winch. A winch rating of 6kw or 15kW is needed for an electric win

Off The Road Winch Load Calculator [Mac/Win]

This is a Winch Calculators 4x4 Winch Load Calculator. This calculator will allow you to input your vehicles weight and the type of tow that you will be doing and the calculator will select the correct 4x4 rated winch for you. The calculator uses the latest industry standard for winch rating systems, BS5296
and is set up to accomodate the new BS5297 amendments. With these amendments comes a slightly different formula for Winch Load Rating and much easier math - read here: All calculations are done and corrected for standard ground clearance (same as the Winch you will be using). All calculations are
done by the Winch Load Rating (lowest weight - highest strength rating possible). Weight is input in KG (pounds) and load in KG (pounds). We have decided to do a "weight/load" test and use the output to get your winch-rated load for this scenario. All calculations are done for: -Rotating reel winches (no

brake line, no brake (knock), winch rated up to 330KN for electric, 500KN for hydraulic -Fixed winch rated up to 575KN for electric, 660KN for hydraulic -Sole winch rated up to 675KN for electric, 750KN for hydraulic The calculations are done for the number of wires (brake lines) you are using. If you
are using a winch with a brake line, this will add several KG to the weight so make sure you include this when adding the weight of your vehicle to the load being towed. -We have no specific sets of wires, brake lines included, in any winch. -You will need to calculate with the right wires with the right

amount of load to get the correct load. -The winch load rating is just for reference and what will be used on the test. -For more information and help on winch ratings please view our Winch Ratings FAQ here: - Checkout our website for all of our other winch calculators. You can also enter your own winch
load ratings if you are able to do so. Off The Road Winch Load Calculator Help 09e8f5149f
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Off The Road Winch Load Calculator With Full Keygen

Simplifies the winch sizing for electric and hydraulic winches by automatically calculating the required winch load to account for the winch slippage and its ground effect, Wind Resistance, EGR requirements and other factors. Features: *Calculates the total weight of the vehicle required to work at a
specific winch load. *Calculates the additional weight required to overcome the ground effect. *Calculates the additional weight required to overcome the wind resistance. *Calculates the extra weight required to overcome EGR loading. *Calculates the extra weight needed to hold an excess of vehicle
weight *Designed to help determine which winch capacity is the safest to run on your vehicle. *Calculates the total vehicle weight to a given winch load. *Designed to be very easy to use with a simple click of the mouse. Installation Notes: *Permissions required: Running it with Administrative privileges is
normally sufficient. *The values entered into the boxes may be in metric or imperial format and are displayed as such. *It will give you the required winch load rating from the manufacturer (if the rating is available on the front of the winch packaging) and also the rating from non relevant manufacturers.
Download the sample results here: 4x4 Winch Load Calculator Sample Results *Example figures displayed are to make the calculation simple and are for illustration only. *If you encounter any issues, please submit a request through the Off The Road Winch Load Calculator Support Page. *Minimise
permissions to "ask" - System\CurrentControlSet\Services\winc.exe Off The Road Trading (OTR) - www.OffTheRoadTrading.com ....BE AWARE THAT A WINCH INSURANCE PAPER IS ALWAYS AN OPTION! 2 comments: It must be important that you understand the purpose of the winch and
have the capacity to purchase it so that you can do the job you want. As a winch dealer, we would always recommend that you contact a winch dealer beforehand for advice on what type would be suitable for your needs.

What's New In?

Use this web application to calculate the combined take up rating and ground effect rating for a 4x4 vehicle and load. Load length is entered, together with weight of the vehicle including the vehicle tyre and trailer load if it is driving attached to the vehicle. The length of the take up cable can then be
entered together with the number of turns required to reach max cable length. Four tyres of the vehicle can be entered in the tyre dimension. The number of degrees required to bring the vehicle onto ground level can be entered and then percentage of ground effect calculated. You can enter maximum cable
length, winch gear ratio and a maximum number of turns for the winch. Enter each of the numbers and select the corresponding letters for a combination of load rating and winch rating. It will then calculate all the numbers required to complete the calculations. Step by step instruction on how to use the
application. Once all the numbers are completed the application will display the combined take up rating and ground effect rating and if the combined rating is over required minimum rating you can select a different winch rating. 4x4 Winch Load Calculator EXAMPLES Vehicle TYRE SAVER WEIGHT
(lbs) GROUND EFFECT PCT (Max) TOLERANCE (ft) SHIFT (Max) Motor CABLES LENGTH (ft) WINCH GEAR RATIO TRUNK LENGTH (ft) DRIVEN LENGTH OF CABLES (ft) PERCENTAGE OF GROUND EFFECT Notice: You can also enter different tyres for each tyre and enter tyre
total weight per tyre. Please note 1. All calculations are based on standard industry values, depending on individual factors (tyres, gear ratios, driver experience) the ratings may not be correct for particular scenarios. 2. Wheels and tyres that have been damaged may have a different ratio, change the tyre size
(if you know what the tyres original size was). 3. The electric winch can only be used on a dry surface. 4. The maximum cable length of 15 meters for a 500 amp winch. Requirements 1. Windows XP or later 2. Internet Explorer 8 or later Licence The application uses standard WPF (Microsoft) APIs and is
not hosted by third party. The application have been verified to be free from viruses, spyware, malware, adware and viruses. NOTE: The application is
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-4160 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 or AMD Radeon RX Vega 64 or better DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 20 GB available space Scores: 90 Recommended: Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4690 Memory: 8 GB
RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 or AMD
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